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PLANTED WOODLAND HELPS PREVENT WATER POLLUTION FROM
FARM RUNOFF
AGRICULTURE & ENERGY

A program in Northern Ireland is helping farmers to plant woodland which
will ﬁlter pollutants and silt out of farm runoﬀ
Spotted: Farming is one of the areas that stands to be dramatically aﬀ ected by climate change.
This is one reason why sustainability has moved to the forefront of the industry. And in order to
make farming more sustainable, it is often necessary to come up with new ways of thinking about
waste management. In Northern Ireland, a dairy farmer is teaming up with conservationists with a
unique approach to preventing water pollution.
Farmer John Doherty owns the 300-acre Crosshead Farm, where he has a herd of several hundred
dairy cows. His land is on top of a hill which drains into the River Faughan, an important protected
habitat, and home to otters and salmon, and a source of drinking water for nearby Derry. Doherty
has been working with the Woodland Trust to plant four acres of woodland trees around a pond.
In addition to planting the woodland, Doherty has redirected his drainage system to direct the water
into the wood. This system is called a “wet wood” and it acts to contain any pollution and silt from
the farm’s runoﬀ, preventing it from reaching the river. In eﬀ ect, it acts as a buﬀ er between the farm
and the river.
Although the wood and drainage system were additional costs for Doherty, the decision to build the
system was not diﬃcult. He said that the farm, “has been here for me and my father and his father
and I want it to be here for the other generations and we do value where we are here so I think we
have to do our bit.”

Sustainability is here to stay, and improving or building new woodlands is just one of many innovative
ideas to help make sustainability more attractive to farmers. Other ideas covered here at Springwise
include a sensor that measures plant stress and helps farmers to adjust their methods and a plan to
build a better banana.
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Takeaway:
The Woodland Trust is working with local government and other farmers to develop more of this
type of wooded buﬀ er zone, in order to protect local environments. This particular scheme, for
farmers who plant at least 3 hectares of woodland, pays for the cost of the trees and provides
volunteers to help plant them, making it a relatively low cost for farmers. In addition to
protecting the watershed, the tree also captures around 500 tonnes of carbon over the wood’s
lifetime. Expanding this scheme could provide a natural means of improving the sustainability of
many types of farming.

